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The Jews are a Sickening and Perverse Race

Traitor666
November 18, 2013

Howard Jacobson. This horrible pervert Jew presented the recent UK television
series ‘The Bible – A History’.

On 17 September 2008, the essay, In Praise of Perversion, by best selling author, Howard Jacobson,
was published in The Independent.

This said:

“WE ARE ALL SICK IN OUR WAY. In the erotic life of men and women there is no such thing as

health… We are philosophers by virtue of our sexual appetites, not despite them. WE SHOULD

ACQUAINT OURSELVES WITH PORNOGRAPHY, IN WHATEVER FORM IT TAKES. In its ominous

nothingness, pornography familiarises us with humiliation… Winning is a dead end, in sex as in

everything else…

Sex is for nothing, pornography teaches. I feel about prostitution as i do about pornography

that A MAN OUGHT TO AVAIL HIMSELF OF WHATEVER IS ON OFFER. Paid-for sex, in all its

varieties sex stripped of responsibility and sentimentality answers to imperatives which

respectable courtship and marriage prefer to ignore.

Whenever I encounter a man who says he has never visited a prostitute, either because the

thought appals him or, as is more commonly asserted, because he doesn’t need to pay for sex,

thank you very much, I BELIEVE THAT HE IS LYING, OR, WORSE, THAT HE IS A FOOL. We want

sex to take us as close to death as life allows… ALLOW LOVE TO BE ITS OWN PERVERSION…

Better to be familiar with one’s nature and accepting of its shameful depths, than to flounder

hopelessly…

Perverted or obsessive sex lands up in an emotional cul-de-sac, rubbing at its single itch, finding

pleasure only in the one thing endlessly repeated or exacerbated – more and more pain, more
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and more pornography, more and more visits to houses of ill repute.

But that which we call respectability fares no better. The endearments of the long happily

married fulfil the same function, and in the narratives of their cheerful longevity one always

detects the cruelty of opportunities foregone, disappointment, equivocation, compromise, and

a haunted curiosity as though they know they will go to their graves with the majority of their

questions unanswered.

YOU CANNOT… ATTAIN THE POISONED BLISS VOUCHSAFED TO THE DISSOLUTE AND THE

DERANGED IF YOU ARE CAUTIOUS AND WELL-ADJUSTED. We are fools ever to be censorious

about the sexual lives of others. The rest of us have no business being superior… What’s odd is

not how Max Mosley passes his time away from motor racing administration but why more of

us don’t turn our hands to something similar…

We cannot live forever in pretence. Some doing, outside the mind, is necessary… The best

eroticism can do against the law, in so fas as it has a choice in the matter, is to keep pushing the

boundaries… We grow a little freer when we read de Sade’s One Thousand Days of Sodom…

Whatever our education and our civic institutions try to lull us into believing about the nature of

desire, we must find the space to think, and where possible to act, rebelliously, refusing all

attempts to confine us to the hell of the normative… It is too cruel that… we are should ever

have been made to think there is a right way and a wrong way of conducting ourselves

sexually… THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW HAS NEVER YET MADE ANYONE ANYTHING BUT

MISERABLE.”

Thus spake a Jewish pervert.

Richard Desmond, the owner of The Daily Express and The Star is Jewish. 

He made his fortune as a pornographer. The last time I looked, he still owned the porno magazines: 40-
Plus, 50 and Over, All Girl Action, Amateur Video, Asian Babes, Best of Asian Babes, Best of Big and Black,
Best of Big Ones, Big and Black, Big Ones, Best of Electric Blue, Bumper Video Pack, Contact Girls, For
Women, For Men, Genuine Wives, Horny Housewives, Mothers-in-Law, New Talent, Only 18, Pantie
Parade, X-Treme, Young and Old. Nude Readers’ Wives, Readers’ Wives, Real Wives, Red Hot Pack and
Stuffed amongst others.

He also owns The Fantasy Channel and the satellite station Television X,which used to feature (it may still
for all I know) such programmes as Sorority Sex Kittens, Spunk S***ing Sluts and Jane’s Big Jug Jamboree.

Desmond donated £100,000 to New Labour by way of a ‘thank you’ for not opposing his bid for Express
Newspapers. Tony Blair invited him to Downing Street for a chat on the day the sale went through.

The former ’pornographer-in-chief’ of Channel 4, Michael Grade, is Jewish; just as the hard-core
former Channel 5 boss, David Elstein, is Jewish also. Robert Maxwell, of The Daily Mirror’s Page 3 fame,
was Jewish as well.

It’s a bit difficult to know whether Rupert Murdoch, whose Sun newspaper originated Page 3, is Jewish or
not, however, he has been the world’s no. 1 media Zionist for almost four decades now.

In the Winter 2005 edition of The Jewish Quarterly, in an article titled Triple Exthnics, Professor
Nathan Abrams trumpets the Jewish role in pornography thus:

“A story little told is that of Jews in Hollywood’s seedier cousin, the adult film industry. Perhaps

we’d prefer that the ‘triple exthnics’ didn’t exist, but there’s no getting away from the fact that

secular JEWS PLAYED (AND STILL CONTINUE TO PLAY) A DISPROPORTIONATE ROLE

THROUGHOUT THE ADULT FILM INDUSTRY IN AMERICA.

Jewish involvement in pornography has a long history in the United States, as Jews have helped

transform a fringe subculture into what has become a primary constituent of Americana. These

are the ‘true blue’ Jews.

Jewish activity in the porn industry divides into two (sometimes overlapping) groups:

pornographers and performers. Though Jews make up only two per cent of the American

population, they have been prominent in pornography…
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In the postwar era, America’s most notorious pornographer was Reuben Sturman, the ‘Walt

Disney of Porn’. According to the US Department of Justice, throughout the 1970s STURMAN

CONTROLLED MOST OF THE PORNOGRAPHY CIRCULATING IN THE COUNTRY… It was said that

Sturman did not simply control the adult-entertainment industry; he was the industry…

Many are entirely secular, Jews in name only. Sturman, however, identified as a Jew – he was a

generous donator to Jewish charities… Is there a deeper reason, beyond the mere financial, as

to why Jews in particular have become involved in porn?…

Al Goldstein, the publisher of Screw, said ‘The only reason that Jews are in pornography is that

WE THINK THAT CHRIST SUCKS. CATHOLICISM SUCKS. We don’t believe in authoritarianism’.

PORNOGRAPHY THUS BECOMES A WAY OF DEFILING CHRISTIAN CULTURE AND, AS IT

PENETRATES TO THE VERY HEART OF THE AMERICAN MAINSTREAM, ITS SUBVERSIVE CHARACTER

BECOMES MORE CHARGED…

Extending the subversive thesis, Jewish involvement in the x-rated industry can be seen as a

proverbial TWO FINGERS TO THE ENTIRE WASP ESTABLISHMENT IN AMERICA… Jewish

involvement in porn, by this argument, is the result of AN ATAVISTIC HATRED OF CHRISTIAN

AUTHORITY: THEY ARE TRYING TO WEAKEN THE DOMINANT CULTURE IN AMERICA BY MORAL

SUBVERSION…

JEWS WERE ALSO AT THE VANGUARD OF THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION OF THE 1960S. Wilhelm

Reich, Herbert Marcuse and Paul Goodman replaced Marx, Trotsky and Lenin as required

revolutionary reading…

In light of the relatively tolerant Jewish view of sex, why are we ashamed of the Jewish role in

the porn industry? We might not like it, but the Jewish role in this field has been significant and

it is about time it was written about seriously.”

On 2 August 1997, The Jewish Chronicle reported thus:

“Police were called to Stamford Hill, the heart of the strictly Orthodox community in London,

during the weekend, when bricks were hurled at a house, a car was attacked by a crowd armed

with metal bars, and a family was forced to leave its home.

Police reports said over 100 people were involved in disturbances on Saturday and Sunday

nights. The violence flared during demonstrations by strictly Orthodox Jews against the

sentencing of 18-year-old Stamford Hill resident Eli Cohen for indecent assault against a five-

year-old girl.

Trouble started early on Friday evening when a brick smashed a window at the home of the

girl’s family, who cannot be named for legal reasons. As Shabbat ended the father of the family

was warned that demonstrations were likely. His wife left the house and drove away, keeping in

touch with her husband by car phone. ‘I was in the car, together with two daughters of a family

friend, when a large number of men stopped cars in front of me and behind me and then took

metal bars to try to smash the windows,’ the mother said.

One man who witnessed the demonstration outside the family’s home said: ‘The street was

crammed solid with people. The crowd were chanting ‘moiser’, (a Jew who gives evidence

against another Jew to a non-Jew) and ‘get out of town’.”
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The Jewish community of Stamford Hill was furious for two reasons. Firstly, that charges were brought
against a Jew for something that many Orthodox Jews do not regard as a crime.Secondly, that the little
girl’s parents had committed the unforgivable sin of mesira by reporting the rape of their daughter to the
Gentile authorities.

The Orthodox Jews who went on the rampage in Stamford Hill did so because one of their own was under
attack and the penalty that the authoritative compilation of commentary on Jewish oral law, The Talmud,
prescribes for a Moser, a Jew who gives evidence against another Jew to a non-Jew, is death.

The fact that Eli Cohen is a child-molesting paedophile was of no concern to these. As for the 5-year-old
girl who was molested, they could not have given a toss about her either.

Do you want to know why? In The Talmud, Kethuboth, 11a-11b, it says: (in the unedited versions)

“When a grown up man has intercourse with a little girl, it is nothing, for when the girl is less

than this it is as if one puts the finger in the eye, tears come to the eyes again and again, so

does virginity come back to the little girl under three years.”

Now, I guess the nit-picking Rabbi could argue that the law quoted above is attempting to protect the
legal status of the girl’s virginity, in respect of her future marriage prospects, and is not encouraging
paedophilia, but I don’t think too many others would want to dispute similarly.

When confronted with the kind of Talmudic guidance and logic as that found in Kethuboth, some liberal-
minded Jews can’t actually stomach what they find. As Jane Litman found, when faced with the teachings
of the ancient Rabbis, the odd Jewish innocent responds by arguing that they couldn’t have possibly
meant what they wrote. In her September 2000 essay, Working with Words of Torah, Litman told us this:

“The background sound in the small library is muted but intense. Pairs of scholars lean over

their Talmudic texts whispering energetically, trying to puzzle out the meaning of the particular

sugya, passage.

The teacher directs them back toward the group and asks for questions. One student raises a

hand: ‘I don’t understand verse 5:4 of the tractate Niddah. What does the phrase ‘it is like a

finger in eye,’ mean? The teacher responds:

‘This refers to the hymen of a girl younger than three years old. The Sages believed that in the

case of toddler rape, the hymen would fully grow back by the time the girl reached adulthood

and married. Therefore, though violated, she would still technically be counted as a virgin and

could marry a priest.

It’s an analogy: putting your finger in the eye is uncomfortable, but causes no lasting harm.’

There is a collective gasp of breath among students. Their dismay is palpable. They do not like

this particular Talmudic text or the men behind it. But its authors, the Talmudic rabbis, hardly

wrote it with this particular group of students in mind, mostly thirty, and forty-year old women

in suburban Philadelphia taking a four-week class titled ‘Women in Jewish Law,’ at their Reform

synagogue. The questioner persists.

‘I don’t understand. Are you saying this refers to the rape of a three year-old girl?’

‘Or younger,’ the teacher responds dryly.

‘I don’t see how it says anything about rape and hymens. You must be mistaken. I don’t believe

the rabbis are talking about rape at all. I think this statement has nothing to do with the rest of

the passage.’

The teacher (I’ll admit now that it was me, a second-year rabbinic student) responds: ‘Well,

that’s the common understanding. What do you think it means?’
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The woman is clearly agitated. ‘I don’t know, but I do know that it couldn’t be about child rape.’

This is week three of the class. The woman does not return for week four.”

There are bits of The Talmud that come to the rescue of the Orthodox doubter. If the violated child is of
non-Jewish origin paedophilia does not seem to be regarded as too much of a sin. Thus, in Abhodah
Zarah (unedited versions) 37a, it says:

“A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated.”

The pre-emininent Jewish historian, Israel Shahak, also suggests that the ancient Jewish sages were pretty
forgiving of the believer who forced himself upon a female of any age, as long as that female was not a
Jew.

Thus, in his magnum opus, Jewish History, Jewish Religion: The Weight of Three Thousand Years, (1994)
Shahak says:

“According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: ‘If a Jew has coitus with a Gentile woman, whether she

be a child of three or an adult, whether married or unmarried, and even if he is a minor aged

only nine years and one day, because he had wilful coitus with her, she must be killed, as is the

case with a beast, because through her a Jew got into trouble.

The Jew, however, must be flogged, and if he is Kohen (member of the priestly caste) he must

receive double the number of lashes, because he has committed a double offence: a Kohen

must not have intercourse with a prostitute, and all Gentile women are presumed to be

prostitutes’…

This does not imply that sexual intercourse between a Jewish man and a Gentile woman is

permitted, quite the contrary. But the main punishment is inflicted on the Gentile woman; she

must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew.”

On 11 January 1998, an article titled ‘Slave-Traders Lure Slavic Women,’ by Michael Specter,
appeared in the New Orleans Times Picayune. 

“The story begins with a beautiful Ukrainian girl answering an ad in a local newspaper

promising work in Israel. She was promised a new world, and for a while everything seemed

possible.

Then, one morning, she was driven to a brothel, where her boss burned her passport before her

eyes. ‘I own you,’ he said. ‘You are my property, and you will work until you earn your way out.

Don’t try to leave. You have no papers and you don’t speak Hebrew. You will be arrested and

deported. Then we will get you and bring you back.’

The government deports only a small percentage of the girls they find with no immigration

papers. Even so, almost 1,500 Ukrainian women have been deported from Israel in just three

years in late 1990s. If the women dare to file a complaint against their bosses, they must

remain in prison until a trial is held. Specter says the prison director at Neve Tirtsa stated she

did not know of a single girt who chose to testify against her slavemasters. The slaver is

protected by the Israeli system, the victims are punished.”

Specter continues, quoting Jacob Golan thus:
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“‘Israelis love Russian girls… They are blonde and good looking and different from us,’ he said,

chuckling.

The Jewish gangs in Russia have strong connections with Jewish organized-crime syndicates all

over the world. According to the Ukraine’s interior ministry, an estimated 400,000 women under

the age of 30 were lured from the Ukraine in the past decade in the 1990s. The International

Organization for Migration estimates that 500,000 Eastern-Block women are trafficked into

Western Europe and around the world annually.”

In his February 1998 essay, ‘Jews and the White Slave Trade,’ Dr William Pierce tells us this:

“On page 44 of the April 1988 edition of Moment Magazine, (the Magazine of Jewish Culture and

Opinion) an article titled Hookers in the Holy Land, discusses the oldest profession, and states

that prostitution with blonde Russian girls is a ‘national institution.’ It describes the

whorehouses’ customers, and says that these include rabbis riding bicycles to the brothel.

We are told that a good percentage of the customers are ultra-Orthodox Jews, pious men whose

lives are guided by a Jewish religious law, which tells them when they can or cannot have sex

with their wives. So, on Thursday afternoons, busloads of Orthodox Jews travel to Tel Aviv for

sex with a Russian prostitute.

‘The entire spectrum of Israeli society is keeping the hookers in business,’ claims Detective

Shachar, of the Tel Aviv vice squad. ‘Once the girls arrive in Israel, the crime bosses take over.

The girls are usually taken to an ‘auction house,’ where the owners of the various massage

parlors can bid on the talent – each one offers a price, and the highest bidder gets the girls…

The girls are virtual slaves… They find that (some of) their Jewish customers only come to them

after a Palestinian terrorist act to get their own brand of sexual revenge laced with racial-

nationalistic fervor… and they do it with hate and anger.”

In the August 2000, edition of Free Speech, Dr. Pierce adds:

“I have on my desk at the moment a news item from Brazil. It… was reported by Reuters news

agency. It is about a child prostitution ring operated in Brazil by Israeli diplomats in order to

satisfy the sexual appetites of Israeli tourists… The head of the child prostitution ring is Arie

Scher, Israel’s consul in Rio de Janeiro. The ring recruited girls as young as nine years old and

organized sex parties with the children for Israeli tourists.

One of the child prostitutes was questioned by Brazilian police and led them to the home of a

Hebrew language teacher in Rio, Georges Schteinberg, (left) where police seized photographs of

hundreds of naked children and videos taken at sex parties with the children.

Viewing the videos, police officials recognized the swimming pool and deck of the Israeli consul,

Arie Scher, (right) which was the scene of many of the sex parties.

I’ll quote directly from the Reuters news report: ‘Police said a young girl testified she was filmed

and photographed by the teacher, Georges Schteinberg, having sex with Israeli tourists. She

also explained that Scher participated in some of the sessions…We confirmed that the

pornographic pictures were taken next to the consul’s pool and on his deck,’ said Roberto Costa,

a chief investigator for the civil police.’

Arie Scher was immediately whisked out of Brazil by the Israeli government before the Brazilian

police could question him. Now, why is this story significant? After all, among every nationality

there are perverts and degenerates and child molesters. Yes, but not every government is

involved in child prostitution.
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Are we supposed to believe that the Foreign Ministry back in Jerusalem didn’t know that one of

their diplomats was using the consular residence in Rio de Janeiro to entertain big-shot Israeli

tourists with sex parties featuring children? Are we supposed to believe that Israel’s super-

efficient intelligence apparatus wasn’t aware of what Jewish tourists were doing at the consular

residence? And doesn’t this sort of thing fit right in with the Israeli government’s toleration of

forced prostitution and White slavery?…

The problem is not abstract… It shatters the lives of real women and children… In Russia, for

example, traffickers prey on orphanages. In a typical scenario, a trafficker will pay an orphanage

director approximately $12,000 to take a group of children on a ‘field trip’ to the local

McDonald’s, for example. Groups of children will then leave the orphanage with the trafficker

and never be seen or heard from again.’ Those were the words of New Jersey’s Congressman

Christopher Smith, introducing a bill into the House of Representatives…

Congressman Smith, of course, did not dare to identify the slave traders who abduct Russian

girls from orphanages and force them to become sex slaves, but I’ll tell you who they are. They

are members of the Organizatsiya, the Jewish organized crime syndicate misleadingly referred

to by the media in this country as the ‘Russian Mafia’…

Jews don’t operate in a vacuum, of course. In Russia and Ukraine, for example, where the Jews

currently obtain most of the girls and young women they enslave for the sex trade, they depend

upon a corrupt environment. The Jewish slave trader who abducts young girls from an

orphanage in Moscow or St. Petersburg, as related by Congressman Smith, depends upon a

corrupt official in charge of the orphanage who will accept a bribe to let the Jew take the girls on

the ‘field trip’ from which they never return. In Russia the official corruption permeates every

level of government…

The FBI and many other police agencies in America recognize the threat posed by the

Organizatsiya, or ‘Russian Mafia,’ as the media insist on calling it in order to keep the public

from realizing its Jewish nature. In money laundering, drugs, gambling, the slave trade, child

prostitution, illegal weapons dealing, organized car theft, insurance fraud, securities fraud, you

name it, organized Jewish gangsters from the former Soviet Union are rapidly dominating

organized crime activities in the United States… They all carry Israeli passports, and when one

of them is in danger of arrest he simply catches the next plane to Tel Aviv, where he is safe from

extradition.

There are other factors involved, however, which make the Organizatsiya infinitely more

dangerous than the Italian Mafia ever was. Police agencies, including the FBI, are very hesitant

to crack down on these Jewish gangsters because they are Jews, and the first thing a Jewish

gangster does when he is arrested is proclaim his innocence and accuse the cops who arrested

him of being ‘anti-Semitic’ and using ‘Nazi tactics’…

A much more substantial shield for the Organizatsiya is corruption. The Italian Mafia, of course,

used to bribe cops on the beat, police officials, judges, prosecutors, mayors, governors, and

other politicians in order to stay in business. The difference is that the Jews use corruption

much more effectively than the Mafia ever did. A corrupt politician taking money from the Mafia

always had to worry about being exposed by the media. Italians didn’t control the media.

A politician in the pocket of the Organizatsiya, on the other hand, has very little worry that he

ever will see a headline in a Jewish newspaper accusing him of taking bribes from the Jews.

Soviet Jewish gangsters are invited to the White House and to Democratic Party fund-raising

dinners, where they can have their photographs taken with Bill Clinton. That just doesn’t

happen with the Italian Mafia…

Certainly, not every Jew is involved in slave dealing or child prostitution or welfare fraud or is a

member of the Organizatsiya or, in the case of older Jews, belonged to the Communist Party.
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But… you didn’t hear about the Israeli consulate in Rio de Janeiro being a center for child

prostitution until I told you about it today. The nice, non-communist, non-gangster Jews who

control your media thought that it would be better for you not to know about it.”

In 2000, Robert Friedman (the Jewish author of Red Mafiyaa: How the Jewish Mob Invaded
America, described Seimon Mogile as ‘one of the world’s biggest traffickers in women, Eurasian women.
Mogile is Jewish.

The Republican Congressman, Christopher Smith, whom Dr. Pierce mentions above, was quoted thus in
the 3 October 2000 edition of World Net Daily. 

“Lydia is approached on the street by an older, beautifully dressed woman who befriends the

girl and her friends. The woman tells the girls they are beautiful enough to become models.

After taking Lydia and her friends to dinner and buying them small gifts, the older woman

invites the girls to her home for a drink, which is the last thing they remember. Having been

drugged, Lydia awakes in another country…

Lydia has no papers, she doesn’t speak the language of the country to which she’s been brought

and when she tries to escape, she is beaten and drugged. Soon becoming addicted to the drugs

used to control her, Lydia is forced to sexually service 10 to 20 men every day and the proceeds

go to her captor. When police raid the brothel, Lydia is seen as a drug-addicted prostitute who

has contracted several venereal diseases. She is arrested and prepared for deportation.”

A 27 September 2000 Reuters news dispatch from Naples stated:

“Police said on Wednesday they had arrested eight Italians suspected of belonging to a child

pornography ring that traded videos over the Internet, including films of Russian children who

were abused to death.

Police specializing in Internet crime told reporters that their 19 month investigation had given

them enough information to begin investigations into 1,700 people suspected of buying the

material over the web… They said three people in Moscow ran an operation to kidnap children

from orphanages, circuses, and public parks and film them while they were forced to commit

sexual acts.

Police said they had intercepted some 3,000 tapes and CDs and digital video discs of child

pornography, including some involving children only several months old. The packages were

intercepted at the Italian border when they arrived by mail and were repacked. They were then

delivered to the addressees by undercover police officers disguised as postal workers and

carrying hidden cameras.”

A few courageous Italian newsmen took the extraordinary step of televising some horrifying excerpts
from these videos the day after the raids. In a news report viewed by 11 million Italians the newsmen
bypassed the regular TV news directors and broadcast on prime time television video footage showing
Russian children being raped, tortured, and killed.

Immediately after the Italian TV broadcasts, the news director of the government-run television network,
Gad Lerner, who is Jewish, came on the air and apologized, explaining that the material had been
included in the news program without his knowledge, and the Italian news executives who had made the
decision to broadcast the shocking video footage had been forced to resign.

The damage had been done, however, and after that even the Associated Press felt obliged to report
something about the affair. Two days after the police raids and the day after the Italian TV news exposure
of the affair, their 29 September report appeared. This is it:

“Police said they had broken up an online international child pornography ring, arrested eight

Italians and three Russians, and seized thousands of videos and photographs. The Russian-run

ring, which distributed an explicit catalog on the Internet, catered to clients in the United States,

Germany, and Italy. Its inventory included films of children being tortured and killed…

Investigators say the pornography ring produces and distributes images showing children as

young as two years old being sexually abused. Some of the victims reportedly were stolen from
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orphanages, others from families. Its catalog offers films of killings for about $20,000 and

images of people having sex with children for about half that.”

What neither of the above reports dared to mention was that the ‘three Russians’ who had supplied the
original material were Jewish.

On 4 January 2001, Seth Bekenstein, described by Federal authorities as the West Coast distributor for

a child-pornography ring operating in Moscow, was arrested. Allegedly, the operation kidnapped,
tortured, raped and murdered Russian children. Bekenstein, the man with the money who kept the whole
operation going, distributed the videos after their arrival in the US.

On 4 January 2002, he was sentenced to just 18 months imprisonment after pleading guilty to various of
the charges levelled against him. He served six months of his sentence.

The above mugshot is of a man called Seth Bekenstein who was arrested by the cops in Portland Oregon
in March 2011. He was 49 years old at the time. The pervert arrested in 2001 was 39 years old. I cannot
be one hundred percent sure that they are the same men.

I can, however, be certain of the fact that Joshua Bekenstein, the billionaire hedge fund dealer, is the

brother of the aforementioned degenerate.

Now, if that hasn’t caught your attention you should stop visiting this site, switch on the TV and settle
down for a lesson from the heirs of those who created a world where a creature like Bekenstein can
flourish.

Remember, folks, the point of my bringing this material to your attention is not to convince or to
evangelise, it is to get you to begin to investigate. Once you have begun to seek the truth for yourself a
major battle has been won. Once you have begun to question what you previously took for granted, you
are already waging war.

P.S. Hands up who’d be happy to have a nice, very successful, Jewish boy by the name of Howard
Jacobson babysit your children?

Thought so.
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January 4, 2014 at 5:33 pm
Thomas Nelson

People have only 2 choices-evolve forward into angelic beings of love and truth-as Jesus the son of God
teaches,
Or what everyone is doing: Devolve backwards into demonic evil entities, as the jews-sons of Satan teach-
and preach and tell us is good-the jew says good is evil and evil is good-Like Jesus, they have no other
choice-they are the enemies of God and all that is good-liars and murderers-they want you all in Hell
forever.
The only choice is ours-to follow Jesus and become worthy of heaven-to love and be truthful and do good-
as all do in heaven which is why it is heaven-or to do as the jews do and make earth a hell too-like the one
they come from, earth will be either a heaven or a hell-depending on which one you choose to follow.
In Hell everyone is like the jews-they just want to torture and destroy life-with no conscience-no mercy no
compassion no empathy-as in the wars that make satan/rothschild AKA Rockefeller rich.
Choose money/satan or choose God.
No one who loves God could abide God’s enemies-the jews
Stop serving satan-put an end to money/capitalism-debt which is satanic- and the end to all jew’s power
to make this world like their true homeland-Hell.
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